London 2012 Olympic Sailing competition

On Board Camera Instructions
These instructions are issued pursuant to SI 41.1 and 41.1.7. Discretionary Penalties [DP] apply to all these rules and Standard Penalties apply to those marked [SP] in this document or in the Sailing Instructions.

1 Overview

1.1 All Events in London 2012 Sailing competition, except for the Men’s Windsurfer and Women’s Windsurfer, will have on board cameras.

1.2 Each boat shall carry at least one securely mounted camera bracket and either a camera or a dummy camera as specified in section 2.

2 Procedures for brackets, cameras and camera dummies [SP]

2.1 Except as in 2.8.4 (Finn), the brackets, cameras or camera dummies will be installed and removed by the Organising Authority.

2.2 The cameras and camera dummies will be installed at least 90 minutes before the first scheduled race of the day for those events that are scheduled to be filmed live.

2.3 Athletes competing in races scheduled to be filmed live shall not leave shore to race without a camera or camera dummy.

2.4 Laser & Radial

2.4.1 The Organising Authority will install one bracket to each boat as per the On Board Cameras Specification.

2.4.2 Once installed the bracket shall remain on the boat for the duration of the competition, unless otherwise approved by the EIC.

2.4.3 Cameras or camera dummies will be installed for all live races. Boats will not carry cameras or camera dummies for races that are not scheduled to be filmed live.

2.5 49er

2.5.1 The Organising Authority will install one bracket to each boat as per the On Board Cameras Specifications.

2.5.2 Once installed the bracket will remain on the boat for the duration of the competition, unless otherwise approved by the EIC.

2.5.3 Cameras or camera dummies will be installed for all races.

2.6 470

2.6.1 The Organising Authority will install one bracket to each boat as per the On Board Cameras Specifications.
2.6.2 Once installed the bracket will remain on the boat for the duration of the competition, unless otherwise approved by the EIC.

2.6.3 Cameras or camera dummies will be installed for all live races. Boats will not carry cameras or camera dummies for races that are not scheduled to be filmed live.

2.7 Star
2.7.1 The Organising Authority will install one bracket to each boat as per the On Board Cameras Specifications.

2.7.2 Once installed the bracket will remain on the boat for all live races. The Organising Authority will remove the brackets for races that are not scheduled to be filmed live.

2.7.3 Cameras or camera dummies will be installed for all live races. Boats will not carry cameras or camera dummies for races that are not scheduled to be filmed live.

2.8 Finn
2.8.1 The Organising Authority will install one bracket to each boat as per the On Board Cameras Specifications.

2.8.2 Once installed the bracket will remain on the boat for all live races. The Organising Authority will remove the brackets for races that are not scheduled to be filmed live.

2.8.3 Cameras or camera dummies will be installed for all live races. Boats will not carry on board cameras or camera dummies for races that are not scheduled to be filmed live.

2.8.4 Athletes may remove the cross bar and camera or camera dummy when necessary to remove the rudder or for non-live races. If removed the camera or camera dummy and cross bar shall be given to either a boat identified with an ‘OBS’ flag or to a coach boat.

2.8.5 Athletes shall not remove the bracket base attached to the deck of the boat, unless otherwise approved by the EIC.

2.9 Elliott 6m
2.9.1 The Organising Authority will install two brackets to each boat as per the On Board Cameras Specification document.

2.9.2 Once installed the brackets will remain on the boat for the duration of the competition.
2.9.3 Cameras or camera dummies will be installed for all races.

3 Live schedule

3.1 All medal races are scheduled to be filmed live.

3.2 All races scheduled to start at 1200 on the Nothe Course are scheduled to be filmed live.

3.3 The Organising Authority will post the complete schedule of races that will be filmed live on a daily basis, no later than 20:00 the previous evening.

4 Assistance or enquiries

4.1 Boats, teams or athletes requiring assistance or who have enquiries should contact the Sport Information Desk.